
  
  

Decoding Mode  
Multiple bit rate transmission methods: support TCP, UDP, multi-cast and RTP transmission methods when the ETT customized 

protocols are adopted; and support RTP over TCP and RTP over UDP when standard H.264 and MPEG4 are adopted.  
Dynamic decoding: dynamically input encoder’s IP address and switch decoding channels; maintain rapid decoding and switch.     
Cycle decoding: set multiple remote monitoring channels on a decoding channel, and the decoder is capable of performing cycle 

decoding according to the configured sequence and time. The stream sources can be obtained via remote access to the encoder 
or stream media server and decoded for local output.  A maximum of 64 channels are allowed for cycle decoding.   

Obtain stream from stream media: receive real-time data by remote access to ETT stream media server, and then decode stream 
for local output. Adapt ETT RTSP as control protocol, and TCP/UDP as data transmission protocol. 

Remote playback of encoder’s record files: by remote access to the encoder with storage capability, and directly obtain the 
record files from the encoder via playback with file name function or playback with time function, and finally decode for local 
output. 

Passive decoding: Control the decoder passively receives stream sources by using passive decoding interface of SDK, and then 
proceed decoding and transmission. Passive decoding supports TCP and UDP transmission modes.     

Network  
 One 10/100/1000Mbps self-adaptive UTP Ethernet interface 
 Support TCP/IP, UDP and RTP network protocols. 
 Get allocated IP address, sub mask and gateway via DHCP server. 
 Accomplish auto time adjustment for decoder through NTP protocol  
 Support DNS and DDNS capabilities  
 Capable of searching decoder through SADP software, as well as modifying the IP address, sub mask and gateway of 

decoder. 
User Administration  

A maximum of 32 users can be created by the system, including 1 administrator and 31 users. The user name of the administrator 
is admin, which cannot be modified, and the password is allowable to be modified by the administrator only; no deletion of the 
administrator is allowed, and the administrator is authorized to set the operation permissions for normal users.  

  
 
 

Developed by EVERTRUST TECHNOLOGY based on TI 
DM648 platform, DB4300 is a kind of multi-purpose 
video/audio decoder which is capable of allowing the 
coded images from ETT DVR/NVR/DVS or other 
encoding devices to be decoded and displayed on the 
TV wall after transmission via IP network. Specially 
designed for the allocation and management of the 
video surveillance system, DB4300 supports multiple 
network transmission protocols, and it applies the code 
downloaded in FLASH, ensuring high stability and 
reliability of system performance.  

DB4300 Video/Audio Decoder adopts highly 
integrated TI DM648 processing chip which provides 
powerful decoding capability. It supports multiple bit 
rate transmission methods, and is capable of decoding 
/outputting the high-definition 720P video stream and 
decoding images at 4CIF/DCIF/2CIF/CIF resolution, as 
well as outputting decoded images via BNC and VGA 
ports simultaneously. In addition, the Decoder also 
provides capabilities such as voice talk, alarm 
input/output, PTZ control, and etc, maintaining 
powerful support for the large TV wall decoding 
service.  
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Decoding video and audio  

 Support ETT H.264, standard H.264 and 

MPEG4 image compression formats 

 Support PS, RTP and ETT customized 

encapsulation formats  

 Support PAL and NTSC image formats 

 Support decoding at 720P, VGA, SVGA, 

4CIF, 2CIF, DCIF, CIF and QCIF image 

resolutions  

 Support audio decoding at OggVorbis 

formats  
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Alarm  
Relay Alarm Input 

NO and NC are optional. 
Four different arming periods can be set.  

The capabilities of triggering corresponding alarm handling method, relay output and buzzer alarm, as well as upload to center, 
etc.        

Relay Alarm Output   
Support proceeding alarm handling within the arming period.  
The alarm output signal can be triggered and cleared manually. 

       
Exception Handling  
Exception Alarm Handling  

Exception alarms include network disconnect alarm, IP address conflict alarm, illegal access alarm, etc.; multiple alarm 
handling methods are supported: relay alarm output, buzzer alarm, upload to center, etc.  

Exception Reboot  
Software watchdog capability: for inspecting important threads and system resources of device; in case of exceptions cannot 
recovered, the device will be automatically rebooted.  
Hardware watchdog: for inspecting the firmware of device; in case of exceptions in system task scheduling, the device will be 
automatically rebooted.   
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Model DB4304D-T DB4308D-T DB4316D-T 

Video/Audi

o input 
Voice talk input 1-ch, BNC (2.0Vp-p, 1kΩ) 1-ch, BNC (2.0Vp-p, 1kΩ) 1-ch, BNC (2.0Vp-p, 1kΩ) 

Video/Audi

o output 

VGA 4 8 16 

VGA output 
1920*1080@60/50HZ，1600*1200@60HZ，1280*1024@60HZ， 

1280*720@50/60HZ，1024*768@60HZ 

Video output 4-ch, BNC (1.0Vp-p, 75Ω) 8-ch, BNC (1.0Vp-p, 75Ω) 16-ch, BNC (1.0Vp-p, 75Ω) 

Decoding resolution 720P/4CIF/DCIF/2CIF/CIF/QCIF 
Frame rate 720P: 25fps(P)/30fps(N) 

Audio output 
1-ch, RCA(Linear Electrical 

Level, 600Ω) 
4-ch, RCA(Linear Electrical 

Level, 600Ω) 
8-ch, RCA(Linear Electrical 

Level, 600Ω) 
Stream Type Video/Video & Audio 

External 

interface 

Network interface 1, RJ45 10M/100M adaptive Ethernet interface 

Serial interface 
1 RS-232 interface (for parameters configuration, maintenance , transparent channel); 

1 RS-485 interface (for PTZ control) 

Alarm in 8 
Alarm out 8 

Others 

Consumption ≤40W 
Working humidity 10%~90% 
Size 440mm(W)x44.5mm(H)x320mm(D) 
Weight ≤5Kg(11.02lbs)(without HDD) 

Decoding Resources  
Display Mode: 

DB43016D-T:  
Main VGA supports 1/4/9/16 windows division  
BNC supports 1/4/9/16 windows division 

DB4308D-T 
Main VGA supports 1/4/9/16  windows division 
BNC support 1/4/9/16 windows division 

DB4304D-T 
Main VGA supports 1/4/9windows division 
BNC support 1/4/9 windows division 

Decoding source:  
DB4304D-T can decode maximum 8 CIF/ 4 4CIF/ 2 720p 
DB4308D-T can decode maximum 16 CIF/ 8 4CIF/ 4 720p 

 DB4316D-T can decode 32 CIF/ 16 4CIF /8 720P 
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